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As we continue to utilize the web to manage organizations and institutions such as 
Santa Clara University Law School, we are challenged with the problem of keeping all of 
the different services in concise, cohesive interfaces. myLife attempts to consolidate 
currently scattered services relevant to SCU Law students and faculty into one dashboard 
for easy access and utilization. myLife requires only one set of credentials and displays 
the relevant mail, news, events, and course information for a given user on one user-
friendly page.   
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Universities often separate a lot of the services students, faculty, and staff find 
important: one website for class information, another for e-mails, and another for 
upcoming events. This process becomes tiresome and inconvenient, requiring users to 
flip through separate web pages and often remember new usernames and passwords. As a 
result, online services are inefficiently used, adding little value to the user experience. 
Communication between universities and students is becoming increasingly web-
based. Students can access class information, school e-mail, upcoming events, and more 
through school-based online applications.  At Santa Clara Law, these different portals of 
communication are all independent and require different sets of usernames and 
passwords, making it tiresome and inconvenient to transfer from one site to another. 
Solutions such as Camino, which tries to unify several of these communication portals, 
have been unsuccessful due to complicated user interface and an incomplete set of 
necessary information.  Also, students, faculty, and staff are becoming more likely to use 
their web-enabled phones and tablets to view this information and a lot of the time, these 
websites are not adaptable to the different screen sizes making it more difficult to access 
the needed information. 
Our solution to this problem is myLife; a user-friendly, web-based application 
that ties together all of the necessary information and communication tools required by a 
law student, faculty, or staff member at Santa Clara Law.  A web application has been 
chosen so that there will be no compatibility issues when using between different devices. 
We will also implement responsive design so that the web application will seamlessly 
adapt to the different screen sizes of the various devices.  When using the application, the 
user will login with an existing account, so no other usernames and passwords will have 
to be remembered.  The web application will be API (Application Programming 
Interface) driven, so once logged in, the dashboard of information will be customized and 
will act as a bridge between the different sources that are relevant to the user.  Not only 
does this solution solve the problem of having to remember logins to different web pages, 
but it also allows easy access from one tool to another because they are all conveniently 
situated on one comprehensive web-page in a visually pleasing design. 
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SECTION 2: THE PROJECT 
2.1 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
myLife is designed to replace the scattered services that currently exist at Santa 
Clara University Law School. Currently, SCU Law uses eCampus for course information, 
Gmail for mail services, and the Law website for events and news. While these services 
operate successfully on their own, there are usability issues and a lack of cohesiveness 
between them.  
Angel, a student-professor resource for SCU undergraduates is an attempt at 
consolidating some of these services but does not do so very effectively. The user 
interface is difficult and it does not include all of the functionality necessary. For 
example, you can’t access your Gmail account through it.   
 
2.2 OBJECTIVES 
In order to complete this project, there were a handful of objectives or milestones 
that we set. By setting these objectives, it forced us to stay on track so that we could 
successfully make all of the deadlines.  
• Secure login 
• Send and receive e-mail 
• View news and events 
• View course listings 
• Usable on all devices 
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SECTION 3: DESIGN PROCESS 
3.1 REQUIREMENTS 
We have identified the following core functional and non-functional requirements 
based on the project scope and user needs.  Functional requirements can be defined as 
things the program must do whereas non-functional requirements are qualities or 
standards the program must have or comply with. 
 
3.1.1 Functional Requirements 
• Secure login 
• Send e-mails 
• View e-mails 
• View recent news stories 
• View upcoming events or meetings 
• View course listings 
• Search class listings 
• Profiles for customized views 
 
3.1.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
• One cohesive dashboard 
• Usable on all devices 
• User-friendly 
• Ruby on Rails application 
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3.2 USE CASES 
Use cases are descriptions of the different users and what they can do on our system.  The 
three different users of our system are: Student, Faculty/Staff, and Administrator. 
 
 
Figure 1: Faculty, Staff, and Student Use Cases 
 
 
Figure 2: Administrator Use Cases 
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3.2.1 Login 
 Actor: Student, Faculty/Staff, Administrator 
 Goal: Login to the system 
 Preconditions: At home screen of web application 
 Postconditions: Arrive at appropriate home page for user 
 Scenario: 
  1. Enter username and password 
 Exceptions: 
  1. Incorrect username or password; Pop-up error message, Re-enter  
  credentials  
 
3.2.2 Logout 
 Actor: Student, Faculty/Staff, Administrator 
 Goal: Logout of system 
 Preconditions: Logged in to system 
 Postconditions: Taken back to login screen 
 Scenario: 
  1. Select logout button 
 
3.2.3 View E-mail 
 Actor: Student, Faculty/Staff, Administrator 
 Goal: Read latest e-mails 
 Preconditions: Logged in to system 
 Postconditions: Desired e-mail is read 
 Scenario:  
  1. Select “Messages” on the home page menu 
  2. Select desired e-mail to be read 
 Exceptions: 
  1. E-mail does not load; Reload page 
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3.2.4 Send E-mail 
Actor: Student, Faculty/Staff, Administrator 
 Goal: Send e-mail 
 Preconditions: Logged in to system 
 Postconditions: E-mail sent 
 Scenario: 
  1. Select “Messages” on the home page menu 
  2. Select “Compose” 
3. Enter recipients, subject, and content 
  4. Select “Send”  
  5. Alert is shown that e-mail has been sent 
 Exceptions: 
  1. E-mail was not sent; Pop-up error message, Resend e-mail 
 
3.2.5 View Upcoming Events/Meetings 
Actor: Student, Faculty/Staff, Administrator 
 Goal: Find information for upcoming event 
 Preconditions: Logged in to system 
 Postconditions: Event/meeting information is found 
 Scenario: 
  1. Select “Calendar” on the home page menu 
  2. Find desired event/meeting 
 
3.2.6 View News Stories 
Actor: Student, Faculty/Staff, Administrator 
 Goal: Find information for upcoming event 
 Preconditions: Logged in to system 
 Postconditions: News information is found 
 Scenario: 
  1. Select “News” on the home page menu 
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  2. Find desired event/meeting 
 
3.2.7 View Course Listings 
Actor: Student 
Goal: Find information for desired course 
Preconditions: Logged in to system 
Postconditions: Course information is found 
Scenario: 
 1. Select “Student” on the home page menu 
 2. Scroll through upcoming courses until desired course is found 
3.2.8 Search Class Listings 
Actor: Student 
Goal: Find information for desired course 
Preconditions: At Student page 
Postconditions: Class information is found 
Scenario: 
 1. Type in class name in the search box 
 2. Select “Submit” 
 3. View desired class 
Exceptions: 
 1. No classes are found; Error message displayed 
 
3.2.9 View All Users 
 Actor: Administrator 
 Goal: View all users 
 Preconditions: Logged in to system 
 Postconditions: All users are displayed 
 Scenario: 
  1. Locate users on Administrator home page 
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3.2.10 Edit User  
Actor: Administrator 
 Goal: Edit user role 
 Preconditions: Logged in to system 
 Postconditions: User’s information has been updated 
 Scenario: 
  1. Select user to be edited 
  2a. Enter in new e-mail address 
  2b. Change user’s role 
  3. Select “Update” 
 Exceptions: 
  1. User cannot be updated; Error message 
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3.3 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM 
 Here is a graphical representation of the workflow of activated and actions to be 
done by the system. 
 
 
Figure 3: Activity Diagram 
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3.4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
Our system is a web application, therefore it uses a client-server architecture. The 
clients (web browsers) communicate with the server, which then reads data from the 
database while also receiving and storing data from APIs.  
Model:   Data centric 
 
Components:  Clients (Students, Faculty/Staff, Administrator via web browser) 
Data store (SQLite Database) 
APIs for dynamic data 
Connectors:   Function and service calls 
Constraints:   Each web browser is independent 
 
Figure 4: Architectural Diagram 
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3.5 TECHNOLOGIES USED 
 A list of the different technologies we used to build our system. 
 
3.5.1 Front-end 
• HTML5: Markup for structure of the web pages 
• CSS3: Style guidelines for the web pages 
• JavaScript: Scripting language for front-end functions 
• jQuery: Used in conjunction with Java Script  
 
3.5.2 Back-end 
• Ruby on Rails: Framework 
• SQLite: Database 
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3.6 DESIGN RATIONALE 
 We chose to make our project a web-based application over a native application 
because it needed to be widely accessible across multiple systems and platforms.  If it 
were to be a native application, it would be limited by operating system and would 
require downloading and occasional updates. A main goal for our system is for it to be 
free, accessible and fully functioning for whatever device you are viewing it on. 
 The design we have chosen for the front-end features most of the main content on 
the home page.  People nowadays are always looking for the fastest way to complete 
tasks.  We catered to this by having all of the important information on one page, the 
home page.  Although, it may seem that the colors are overwhelming to some users, we 
have included an option to change them.  There will be three different settings for the 
color scheme: the original bright colors, a black on white theme, and a white on black 
theme.  Additionally, all of the foreground and background text colors have been tested 
using a color contrast analysis tool to make sure that it follows the Web Content 
Accessibility Guidelines. 
 One of the customer’s requests was to have different user types linked to 
personalized profiles.  Due to limitations such as access to the Lightweight Database 
Access Protocol, which would allow us to do that, we created different logins for the 
different users.  Because we project the Student to be our main user, we focused mainly 
on the Student profile.  The implementation of the personalized user profiles would be a 
next step of development for myLife. 
 Expanding on the focus on the Student profile, we implemented a class search.  
Students are always going to the main law school website to look up their class 
schedules.  By using myLife, they are able to search by class name to find dates, times, 
and locations for classes in the current semester. 
 Application Programming Interfaces, or APIs, are a big part of our project 
because we are aiming for a web application that acts as a bridge between independent 
services to bring content together in one place.  We used APIs from Gmail and the 
current content management system of Santa Clara University Law School.  Gmail was 
used because it the main e-mailing system of the university, and we used the current 
CMS for accurate news and events. 
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 To store the information from the APIs, we designed an API cache.  The way that 
this works is that our Ruby on Rails server will go to the different APIs and grab the 
necessary information requested and then brings it back.  From there, the server will 
parse and save the information to the database.  This way each time the web page is 
called, the server is not fetching data from each API, but instead going straight to the 




3.7 TASK SCREENSHOTS 
 Here is a compilation of screenshots showing the different tasks that a user can 
accomplish on myLife, as well as the responsiveness of the design. 
 
3.7.1 Sign in Page 
 
Figure 5: Sign in Page Screenshot 
 
3.7.2 Home Page 
 





Figure 7: Calendar Screenshot 
3.7.4 News 
 
Figure 8: News Screenshot 
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3.7.5 View Messages 
 
Figure 9: View Messages Screenshot 
3.7.6 Compose Message 
 
Figure 10: Compose Message Screenshot 
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3.7.7 View Courses 
 
Figure 11: View Courses Screenshot 
3.7.8 Search Classes 
 
Figure 12: Search Classes Screenshot 
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3.7.9 View All Users 
 
Figure 13: View All Users Screenshot 
 
3.7.10 Edit User 
 
Figure 14: Edit User Screenshot 
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3.7.11 Tablet Views 
 
Figure 15: Horizontal Tablet View 
 
Figure 16: Vertical Tablet View 
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3.7.12 Mobile View 
 
Figure 17: Mobile View 
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SECTION 4: TESTING 
4.1 TEST PLAN 
 The test plan outlines the ways we will be testing certain functionalities of our 
program.  We have conducted white-box and black-box testing.  White-box testing is 
testing with the knowledge of code, while black-box testing is testing without the 
knowledge of code.  White-box testing was done throughout the whole development 
process, and black-box testing was done closer to the end of development.  User analysis, 
which is identifying the target users of our system, as well as task analysis, which is 
giving the tester a specific list of tasks to complete, was done in preparation for black-box 
testing. 
 
4.1.1 White-Box Testing 
1. Logging in 
a. Pre-requisite: Connected to the Internet 
b. Test Plan: 
i. Enter correct username and password. 
ii. Enter all combinations of incorrect inputs to ensure that login 
failed and alert pops up. 
iii. Attempt to log in as different users by manipulating the link.  User 
should be denied access. 
2. Logging out 
a. Pre-requisite: Logged in to system 
b. Test Plan: 
i. User logs out and hits the back button.  Access should be denied 
and redirected to the home page. 
3. Responsive Design 
a. Pre-requisite: Web application open 
b. Test Plan: 
i. View web application in browser of choice and manipulate the 
window size. Web page should seamlessly adapt without any 
glitches. 
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ii. View web application on multiple tablet devices with portrait and 
landscape orientations 
iii. View web application on multiple smartphone devices with portrait 
and landscape orientations. 
4. Browser Compatibility 
a. Pre-requisite: Web application open 
b. Test Plan: 
i. View web application on Chrome, Firefox, Safari, and Internet 
Explorer. 
ii. Test functionality and animations to make sure efficiency is not 
lost. 
iii. Repeat responsive design testing so that the layout is not altered. 
5. Sending/receiving e-mail 
a. Pre-requisite: Logged in to system 
b. Test Plan: 
i. Compare e-mail inbox to actual account to see that they are the 
same. 
ii. Send out e-mails to one recipient and make sure it sends correctly. 
6. API connectivity 
a. Pre-requisites: Logged in to system 
b. Test Plan: 
i. View events, meetings, news, and other API driven features and 
check that they are the same as API source 
 
4.1.2 Black-Box Testing 
In order to insure that our system is working exactly how we intended, we 
assembled a group of potential users to conduct a usability test. When assembling this 
group, we made sure to choose a wide variety of users so that we covered all the major 
possibilities of a potential user’s role. In this group, we included students, professors, and 
administrators. We had the users utilize the major functionalities of the dashboard, such 
as logging in and out, viewing classes, sending mail, etc. We also told the users to feel 
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free to try to “break” the system, or in other words use the system incorrectly in an 
attempt to test error prevention/correction (e.g. entering the wrong password). 
 
4.1.2.1 User Tasks 
1. Sign in to myLife by entering given credential 
2. View current messages  
3. Send a message 
4. View current classes  
5. Search for “Advocacy 1” 
6. View the calender 
7. Sign out 
 
4.1.2.2 Administrator Tasks 
1. Sign in to myLife by entering given credentials 
2. View all of the current users of the system 
3. Edit a specific user’s role 
4. Edit a specific user’s e-mail 
5. Sign out 
 
4.2 TEST RESULTS 
 When testing logging in and logging out, we had no problem identifying the 
corresponding links.  As for logging in, an error message was displayed and prevented 
the user from logging in each time the credentials were entered incorrectly.   
 When testing responsive design and browser compatibility, we used various sized 
windows for a web browser, iPhones and Androids for mobile devices, and iPads, 
Samsung tablets, and other sized tablets for the tablet device testing.  Our design is 
handled flawlessly for these different screen sizes and it adapts upon load and changes 
accordingly when orientation is changed.  As for browser compatibility, we have tested 
on Chrome, Firefox, Safari, and Internet Explorer to maintain the presentation and 
operation. 
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 For the different APIs, all information was identical to the source.  For example, 
the classes, news, and events were all accurate and up to date.  Looking at the e-mail 
functionality, e-mail was sent timely and correctly.  Also, the e-mails displayed were 
matching to what was in the actual mailbox account. 
Here are the compiled results from the white-box testing. 
Student tasks: 
1. Sign in to myLife by entering given credential 
a. No problem 
2. View current messages  
a. Grey box takes away from the simplicity of the design 
i. Size of grey box was reduced and text inside was enlarged 
b. Message links don’t work when wanting to read e-mail 
i. Javascript was fixed so that when the message in the list is clicked, 
the full e-mail is displayed 
3. Send a message 
a. Text entry boxes should be bigger   
i. Boxes and font were enlarged 
b. I didn’t know if the message actually sent or not; confirmation needed 
i. Alert popup added to ensure user that mail has been sent 
4. View current classes  
a. Don’t know what order they are being shown in 
i. Classes were changed to alphabetical order 
5. Search for “Advocacy 1” 
a. Don’t know how to get to original state 
i. Reset button was added 
6. View the calendar 
a. No problem 
7. Sign out 
a. No problem 
8. Other 
a. Did not know how to get back to the home page, link is too small 
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i. Enabled header to be clicked to return to dashboard 
Administrator tasks: 
1. Sign in to myLife by entering given credentials 
a. No problem 
2. View all of the current users of the system 
a. No problem 
3. Edit a specific user’s role 
a. No problem 
4. Edit a specific user’s e-mail 
a. No problem 
5. Sign out 
a. No problem 
6. Other 
a. What is implemented so far for the administrator profile was very easy to 
use.  Would like to see more functionality. 
i. More administrator functionality was one of the features we had to 
cut due to time constraints 
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4.3 HEURISTIC ANALYSIS 
 Additionally to the white- and black-box testing, we conducted a Heuristic 
Analysis.  It is a usability inspection method that helps to identify usability problems in 
the user interface design.  The rating ranges from No problem (N/p, 0) to a 5 (attention 
needed).  N/a stands for not applicable meaning that is was not included in our interface 
design. 
 
Navigation  Rating Explanation for Rating 
Current location within the 
site is shown clearly 
4 Links on right should be bold 
when on page 
Link to the site's main page is 
clearly identified 
N/p Home link very apparent 
Major/important parts of the 
site are directly accessible 
from the main page 
N/p All page links located on 
home page 
Site map is provided for a 
large, complex site 
3 No site map but I don’t think 
it is necessary 
Easy to use Search function 
is provided, as needed 
N/a No search bar 
Functionality  Rating Explanation for Rating 
Site accommodates novice to 
expert users 
N/p Very clear navigation and 
use 
Functions are clearly labeled  N/p Clearly labeled functions 
Essential functions are 
available without leaving the 
site 
N/p All function internal 
Plug-ins are used only if they 
add value 
N/a   
User Control  Rating Explanation for Rating 
Site reflects user's workflow N/p  
User can cancel any 
operation 
N/p   
Clear exit point is provided 
on every page 
N/p Nav bar is present on every 
page 
Per-page size is less than 
50K, to accommodate slow 
connections 
N/p   
All appropriate browsers are 
supported  
N/p   
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Language and Content  Rating Explanation for Rating 
Important information and 
tasks are given prominence 
N/p Main functions are listed 
Information of low relevance 
or rarely used information is 
not included 
N/p Unnecessary information not 
present 
Related information or tasks 
are grouped:!- on the same 
page or menu!- in the same 
area within a page 
N/p Everything is sorted 
Language is simple, without 
jargon 
N/p All language very simple 
Paragraphs are brief N/p Site very text-light 
Links are concise, 
expressive, and visible--not 
buried in text 
N/p  
Terms are defined N/a   
Online Help and User 
Guides  Rating Explanation for Rating 
Site is designed to require 
minimal help and instructions 
2 Easy to use and navigate for 
the most part 
Help and instructions, if 
needed, are easily accessible 
N/a  
System and User Feedback  Rating Explanation for Rating 
It is always clear what is 
happening on the site -- 
visual hints, etc. 
N/p Everything is very clear 
Users can receive email 
feedback if necessary 
N/a   
Users can give feedback via 
email or a feedback form 
5 There is no way to give 
feedback 
Confirmation screen is 
provided for form submittal 
N/a No form submission 
All system feedback is timely N/a   
Users are informed if a plug-
in or browser version is 
required 
N/a   
Each page includes a "last 
updated" date  
5 No “last updated”  date 
Web Accessibility !  Rating Explanation for Rating 
Site follows current web N/p   
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standards; Cascading Style 
Sheets are used for layout 
and style where possible 
The attribute ALT= is used 
for images, animations, and 
other objects 
N/p ALT is used when necessary 
Site uses client-side map and 
text for hotspots  
N/a   
Site provides captioning and 
transcripts of audio and 
descriptions of video 
N/a No videos 
Web versions of PDF 
documents are provided 
N/a No pdf’s provided 
Link labels make sense when 
read out of context; site 
avoids such link names as 
"click here" 
N/p  
 Accomplished with 
headings, lists, and consistent 
structure 
4 There are no headers for the 
most part 
Summaries are provided for 
graphs and charts, or the 
LONGDESC attribute is used 
N/a No graphs/charts 
 HYPERLINK 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/WAI
Alternative content is 
provided for scripts, applets, 
and plug-ins in case these 
active features are 
inaccessible or unsupported 
N/a  
For frames pages, site 
includes the NOFRAMES 
option and meaningful titles 
N/a No frame pages 
Line-by-line reading of tables 
is sensible, and summaries 
are included where possible 
N/a No tables 
Site has been validated using 
the W3C's Accessibility 
checker.! 
N/p Yes 
Site has been tested on a 
variety of platforms (UNIX, 
Windows, Mac) and 
N/p It has worked on all browsers  
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browsers (Netscape 3, 4, 6, 7; 
IE 5, 6; lynx) 
Consistency  Rating Explanation for Rating 
The same word or phrase is 
used consistently to describe 
an item 
N/p Consistency good 
Link reflects the title of the 
page to which it refers 
N/p Titles consistent 
Browser page title is 
meaningful and reflects main 
page heading 
3 Same on all Pages 
Error Prevention and 
Correction  Rating Explanation for Rating 
Users can rely on 
recognition, not memory, for 
successful use of the site 
3 Current page needs to be 
distinguished in nav bar 
Site tolerates a reasonable 
variety of user actions 
N/p No issues with user actions 
Site provides concise 
instructions for user actions, 
including entry format 
N/p Instructions are present and 
concise 
Error messages are visible, 
not hidden  
N/p Error messages clear 
Error messages are in plain 
language 
N/p   
Error messages describe 
actions to remedy a problem 
N/p  
Error messages provide a 
clear exit point 
N/p  
Error messages provide 
contact details for assistance 
5 No they do not 
Architectural and Visual 
Clarity  Rating Explanation for Rating 
Site is organized from the 
user's perspective  
N/p Site is organized very 
logically 
Site is easily scannable for 
organization and meaning 
N/p Good hierarchy of 
information 
Site design and layout is 
straightforward and concise  
N/p Straightforward and concise 
Site design and layout are 
redundant only when 
N/a All pages and tasks are 
different 
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required for user productivity 
White space is sufficient; 
pages are not too dense  
N/p  
Unnecessary animation is 
avoided 
N/p No unnecessary animation is 
used 
Colors used for visited and 
unvisited links are easily 
seen and understood 
5 No they are not 
Bold and italic text is used 
sparingly  
N/p They are used sparingly 
Figure 18: Heuristic Analysis 
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SECTION 5: SOCIETAL ISSUES 
5.1 ETHICAL 
One major ethical issue that we had to deal with while working on this project 
was confidentiality of user information. Since some of the data displayed on a user’s 
profile could potentially be sensitive material, we needed to ensure a secure login so that 
only that specific user can view their own information. Another potential issue was 
making sure the e-mail feature was working properly. Because e-mail is a personal thing, 
it would be unethical to release a product that might send an e-mail to a recipient not 
listed by the user. 
 
5.2 SOCIAL  
The social impact of myLife can only be good. myLife makes interacting easier 
for students and faculty at Santa Clara Law. It also makes it easier to maintain all the 
current services (Gmail, course schedule, news/events) by putting them in one cohesive 
dashboard with one secure login. 
 
5.3 ECONOMIC 
Our project was very cost efficient. The main cost was time that we spent 
developing the project. The next biggest cost was buying the software that made it 
possible to code in ruby more efficiently on our laptops, which was only $30.00. Because 
it is a web application, the project will cost no additional money for students and faculty 
to use the product. 
 
5.4 MANUFACTURABILITY 
As a web application, our product is already fully manufactured. Making it 
available to the public only requires establishing usernames and passwords for each user. 
There are no manufacturing issues with myLife.  
 
5.5 SUSTAINABILITY 
myLife is extremely sustainable. Because there are no costs to maintain the 
system, except the time of the admin, myLife can exist without using any resources. It is 
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also sustainable in the sense that it will continue to be viable and useful for a reasonable 
amount of time. Because all of the services myLife offers dynamically pull data from 
outside resources, it is always automatically up to date 
 
5.6 USABILITY 
We believe that our project is very user friendly. Not only did we conduct task 
and user analyses but also a Heuristics Analysis in order to ensure usability. We designed 
the interface to have easy legibility and smooth navigability. Additionally, we addressed 
accessibility issues such as contrast and made different viewing modes for color 
blindness 
 
5.7 LIFELONG LEARNING 
Since neither of us knew how to code in ruby before this project, the development 
of myLife definitely prepared us for independent instruction. We had to teach ourselves 
the language as we built the project. Not only did we have to learn the language from 
scratch but we also had to understand the Model-View-Controller architecture that it 
utilizes. Completing a project like this gave us insight into what engineering after college 
would be like. 
 
5.8 COMPASSION 
Our project strives to “relieve the suffering” of current and future students and 
faculty at Santa Clara Law by consolidating the all of the scattered services into one 
cohesive dashboard. No longer do students have to remember different logins and 
passwords in order to access their information. myLife relieves the stress of having to 
switch from window to window and deal with difficult interfaces.  
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SECTION 6: CONCLUSION 
Building a web application like myLife taught us a lot about the engineering 
process and difficulties that arise. For the most part, we followed the basic software 
engineering process of 1.define requirements 2.design system 3.implement design 4.test 
system 5.manufacture. During this process, we learned that constant communication with 
the customer is required to keep up to date with changing requirements. Furthermore, 
constant communication was required between each other in order to work efficiently and 
stay up to date on version control and changes made between meetings. Of course, we 
also learned how to program in Ruby and how to utilize Git for version control. 
 One major constraint that we had in our project was lack of access to the 
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), which is essential to creating 
customized user profiles as it holds all the necessary information needed for a given user. 
Because of this constraint we had to make hypothetical accounts when developing our 
system and that limited our testing. If we had access to actual users we could have made 
sure that a given student’s course list displayed correctly or their own e-mail account 
populated the mail page. For future development, access to this database must be granted 
so that the application can be populated with real user-specific data. Additional future 
developments might also include course registration and other features that eCampus 
offers. Due to time constraints and the small size of our team, we included as many 
services as possible in myLife as well as making it extensible for the future. 
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  include CanCan::Ability 
 
  def initialize(user) 
    # Define abilities for the passed in user here 
    can :manage, :all if user.role == "admin" 
    can :read, :all if user.role == "student" 
    can :read, :all if user.role == "professor" 
    #   user ||= User.new # guest user (not logged in) 
     #  if user.admin? 
      #   can :manage, :all 
       #else 
        # can :read, :all 
       end 
     





 include ActiveModel::Conversion 
 extend ActiveModel::Naming 
def self.news 





















def self.classes(semester, class_name) 







class Cache < ActiveRecord::Base 
 validates :post_id, :uniqueness => true 




class Cachemeta < ActiveRecord::Base 
 belongs_to :cache, :foreign_key => :id 
 def self.get_meta(key) 
     @key = self.where(:key => key) 
     @key.first.value 





 include ActiveModel::Validations 
 include ActiveModel::Conversion 
 extend ActiveModel::Naming 
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 def initialize 
 end 
 def self.news 
  news = 
open("http://law.scu.edu/edu/scu/law/news/news.cfc?method=remoteNews").
read 
  return news 
 end 
 def self.weather 




 def self.events 




 def persisted? 
  false 





 def initialize 
  begin 
  @gmail = Gmail.connect("mylifescu","santaclara") 
  rescue Exception => e 
     retry 
     end 
 end 
 def getinbox(index) 
  @inbox = @gmail.inbox.mails[index] 
 
 end 
 def sendemail(get_to,get_subject,get_body) 
  email = @gmail.compose do |variable| 
   to get_to 
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   subject get_subject 
   body get_body 
  end 
  @gmail.deliver(email) 
 end 
 def getallinbox 
  @all = @gmail.inbox.mails #all mail in inbox 
 
 end 
 def getbody(index) 
  @gmail.inbox.mails[index].text_part.body.to_s 




class User < ActiveRecord::Base 
  # Include default devise modules. Others available are: 
  # :token_authenticatable, :confirmable, 
  # :lockable, :timeoutable and :omniauthable 
  devise :database_authenticatable, :registerable, 
         :recoverable, :rememberable, :trackable, :validatable 
 
  # Setup accessible (or protected) attributes for your model 
  attr_accessible :email, :password, :password_confirmation, 
:remember_me, :fname, :lname 
 
 
  ROLES = %w[admin professor student] 
 
 
  # Setup accessible (or protected) attributes for your model 









    require "XMLRPC/client" 
    @blog = XMLRPC::Client.new("lawbeta.scu.edu", "/xmlrpc.php", 80) 
end 
def call_blog(get,type,number) 
    @get = get 
    @type = type 
    @number = number 
    begin 
    result = @blog.call('wp.'+@get, 
        1, # The blog number - our main blog is 1 
        'lfurumoto', # your login 
        'hightech', # your pass 
            { 
            'post_type' => @type, 
            'number' => @number 
            } 
        ) 
    rescue Exception => e 
    retry 
    end 
end 
def summer_classes 
    begin 
    result = @blog.call('sclaw.getSummerClasses', 
1,'lfurumoto','hightech','Summer') 
    rescue Exception => e 
    retry 













<%= form_for(resource, :as => resource_name, :url => 
session_path(resource_name)) do |f| %> 
  <div> 
  <%= f.email_field :email, :autofocus => true, :placeholder => "Email" 
%></div> 
 
  <div> 
  <%= f.password_field :password, :placeholder => "Password" %></div> 
 
  <% if devise_mapping.rememberable? -%> 
    <div><%= f.check_box :remember_me %> <%= f.label :remember_me 
%></div> 
  <% end -%> 
 
  <div><%= f.submit "Sign in", :class => "btn" %></div> 
<% end %> 
 




 <% javascript 'mylife' %> 
<%= stylesheet_link_tag params[:controller] %> 
<div id="notification-icons"> 
 <ul style="margin: 0;"> 
  <li class="dashboard-return clickable" style="display: 
none;"> 
   <img src="assets/mylife_mini.png" /> 
  </li> 
  <li class="settings clickable"> 
   <img src="assets/settings.png" /> 
  </li> 
  <li id="time"> 




<div id="welcome" style="display: none;"> 
 Student's Dashboard 
</div> 
<div class="tiles">  
 <div class="left-column"> 
  <div class="flip widget" id="messages"> 
  <div class="title">Messages</div> 
  <div class="front"> 
   <!--Messages--> 
   <div class="sliver"> 
   <p class="mail-id"><%= @newmail.getinbox(6).uid 
%></p> 
   <p class="top sender"><%= 
@newmail.getinbox(6).sender[0].name %></p> 
   <p class="subject"><%= @newmail.getinbox(6).subject 
%></p> 
   <abbr class="bottomleft timeago" title="<%= 
@newmail.getinbox(6).date %>"></abbr> 
   </div> 
   <div class="sliver"> 
   <p class="mail-id"><%= @newmail.getinbox(5).uid 
%></p> 
   <p class="top sender"><%= 
@newmail.getinbox(5).sender[0].name %></p> 
   <p class="subject"><%= @newmail.getinbox(5).subject 
%></p> 
   <abbr class="bottomleft timeago" title="<%= 
@newmail.getinbox(5).date %>"></abbr> 
   </div> 
   <div class="sliver"> 
   <p class="mail-id"><%= @newmail.getinbox(4).uid 
%></p> 
   <p class="top sender"><%= 
@newmail.getinbox(4).sender[0].name %></p> 
   <p class="subject"><%= @newmail.getinbox(4).subject 
%></p> 
   <abbr class="bottomleft timeago" title="<%= 
@newmail.getinbox(4).date %>"></abbr> 
   </div> 
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  </div> 
   
  </div> 
   
  <!--News--> 
    
 </div> 
 <div class="right-column"> 
  <div class="widget" id="classes"> 
   <!--Classes--> 
  <div class="title">Classes</div> 
  <div class="sliver"> 
   <% @n = Cache.find(594) %> 
   <p class="top"><span class="start"><%= 
@n.cachemetum.get_meta("start_time") %></span> - <span class="end"><%= 
@n.cachemetum.get_meta("end_time") %></span></p> 
   <p class="subject"><%= @n.title %></p> 
   <p class="bottomleft">Room: <%= 
@n.cachemetum.get_meta("class_location") %></p> 
  </div> 
  <div class="sliver"> 
   <% @n = Cache.find(595) %> 
   <p class="top"><span class="start"><%= 
@n.cachemetum.get_meta("start_time") %></span> - <span class="end"><%= 
@n.cachemetum.get_meta("end_time") %></span></p> 
   <p class="subject"><%= @n.title %></p> 
   <p class="bottomleft">Room: <%= 
@n.cachemetum.get_meta("class_location") %></p> 
  </div> 
  </div> 
  <div class="widget" id="calendar"> 
   <div class="title">Calendar</div> 
  </div> 
 </div> 
 <div class="context events closed">  
 <div class="title">Calendar</div>  
  <div class="backview"> 




 <div class="context messages closed"> 
  <div class="title">Messages</div> 
  <div class="col-left"> 
   <div id="compose_form">Compose</div> 
   <div class="allinbox"> 
   <% @newmail.getallinbox.reverse_each do |mail| %> 
   <div class="sliver" id="<%= mail.uid %>"> 
    <%= content_tag(:p, mail.uid, :class => 
"id_full") %>  
    <%= content_tag(:p, mail.subject, :class => 
"subject_full") %> 
    <%= content_tag(:p, mail.sender[0].name, :class 
=> "sender_full") %> 
    <%= content_tag(:p, mail.date, :class => 
"date_full") %> 
    <%= content_tag(:p, mail.text_part.body.to_s, 
:class => "body_full") %> 
   </div> 
  <% end %> 
 </div> 
  </div> 
 
  <div class="compose col-right"> 
   <div id="close_compose">x</div> 
   <%= form_tag({:controller => "googlemail", :action => 
"sendmessage"}, :method => "post", :id => "new_message", :remote => 
true) do %> 
     <%= text_field_tag(:to, nil, placeholder: "To:") %> 
     <%= text_field_tag(:subject, nil, placeholder: 
"Subject") %> 
     <%= text_area_tag(:body, nil, placeholder: "Enter 
message here...") %> 
     <%= submit_tag("Send", :id => "email_send", :class => 
"btn") %> 
   <% end %> 
  </div> 
  <div class="message_view col-right"> 




 <div class="context student-back closed"> 
  <div class="title">Student</div> 
   <div class="backview"> 
    <form id="class_search"> 
     <input type="text" id="search_term" 
name="class_name" placeholder="Search by class name"> </input> 
     <input type="submit" id="search-submit" 
href="" class="btn"></input> 
    </form> 
    <div class="allclasses"> 
    <% @class_id.each do |x| %> 
    <% @each_class=Cache.find(x.id.to_s) %> 
    <div class="single-class"> 
    <%= content_tag(:p, 
@each_class.cachemetum.get_meta("class_number"), :class => 
"class_number") %> 
    <%= content_tag(:p, @each_class.title, :class 
=> "class_title") %>     
    <p class="class_time"> 
     <span class="start"><%= 
@each_class.cachemetum.get_meta("start_time") %></span> -  
     <span class="end"><%= 
@each_class.cachemetum.get_meta("end_time") %></span> 
    </p> 
    <%= content_tag(:p, "Room: " + 
@each_class.cachemetum.get_meta("class_location"), :class => 
"class_location") %> 
    <%= content_tag(:p, "Class day(s): " + 
@each_class.cachemetum.get_meta("class_days"), :class => "class_days") 
%> 
    </div> 
    <% end %> 
   </div> 
   <p class="loading">Loading...</p> 
   <div class="search-results"> 
    <h4></h4> 
    <div class="reset">Reset</div> 
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    <ul class="results-list"> 
    </ul>  
   </div> 
   </div>  
 </div> 
 <div class="context news closed"> 
  <div class="title">News</div> 
  <div class="backview"> 
  </div> 






 <ul id="sidelist"> 
  <li class="events"><a href="#" 
id="events">Calendar</a></li> 
  <li class="news"><a href="#" id="news">News</a></li> 
  <li class="messages"><a href="#" 
id="messages">Messages</a></li> 
  <li class="student-back"><a href="#" id="student-
back">Student</a></li> 
  <li style="padding-right:0;"><%= link_to('Logout', 




 <p class="high-contrast">Enable High Contrast Mode</p> 
 <span class="close">X</span> 









  <title>myLife</title> 
  <%= stylesheet_link_tag    "application", :media => "all" %> 
  <%= javascript_include_tag "application" %> 
  <%= csrf_meta_tags %> 
  <%= yield(:head) %> 





 <p class="notice"><%= notice %></p> 
       <p class="alert"><%= alert %></p> 
 






<%= stylesheet_link_tag 'director' %> 
<!-- View for listing all users--> 
<%= link_to('Logout', destroy_user_session_path, :method => :delete, 
:class => 'logout') %> 
<div id="welcome"> 
  Admin's Dashboard 
</div> 
<div class="admin_view"> 
<h4 class="admin_title">All users</h4> 
 
<div class="all_roles"> 
  <h4 class="role">Students</h4> 
  <ul class="users"> 
  <% @users.each do |user| %> 
 
  <% if user.role == "student" %> 
    <li> 
       <%= link_to user.email, edit_user_path(user.id) %> 
    </li> 
  <% end %> 
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  <h4 class="role">Professors</h4> 
  <ul class="users"> 
  <% @users.each do |user| %> 
 
      <% if user.role == "professor" %> 
          <li> 
            <%= link_to user.email, edit_user_path(user.id) %> 
          </li> 
      <% end %> 




  <h4 class="role">Administrators</h4> 
  <ul class="users"> 
  <% @users.each do |user| %> 
 
      <% if user.role == "admin" %> 
          <li> 
            <%= link_to user.email, edit_user_path(user.id) %> 
          </li> 
      <% end %> 








<%= stylesheet_link_tag 'director' %> 
 
<div id="welcome"> 




<%= link_to "Back", :back, :class => 'logout' %> 
<h4 class="admin_title">Edit <%= @user.email %></h4> 
 
<%= form_for(@user, :url => {:action => 'update', :id => @user.id}) do 
|f| %> 
 
  <div><%= f.label :email %><br /> 
  <%= f.email_field :email, :autofocus => true %></div> 
 
 
     <div><%= f.label :role%><br> 
   <%= f.collection_select :role, User::ROLES, :to_s, :humanize %> 
</div> 
   <br> 
  <div><%= f.submit "Update", :class => 'btn' %></div> 
 





class DirectorController < ApplicationController 
 before_filter :authenticate_user! 
 def index 
  @newmail = Getmail.new 
  @class_id = 
Cache.where(:post_type=>"scheduled_classes").select(:id) 
  respond_to do |format| 
   format.html # index.html.erb 
  end 
 
 end 
 require 'open-uri' 
 def wpapi 
  @new_call = Wpapi.new 
  @new_call = 
@new_call.call_blog('getPosts',params[:post_type],'40') 
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  @new_call.each do |post| 
  @new_post = Cache.new( 
   :post_id => post["post_id"], 
   :date_posted => post["post_date"], 
   :title => post["post_title"], 
   :post_type => post["post_type"], 
   :post_content => post["post_content"], 
   :professor => post["professor"] 
   ) 
  @saved = @new_post.save! 
  post["custom_fields"].each do |i| 
   @new_post.cachemetum.create(:key => i["key"], :value 
=> i["value"]) 
  end 
  @new_post.save! 
  end   
 end 
 def summer 
  @call = Wpapi.new 
  @call = @call.summer_classes 
  @call.each { |summer| 
  @post = Cache.new( 
   :post_id => summer["post_id"], 
   :date_posted => summer["post_date"], 
   :title => summer["post_title"], 
   :post_type => summer["post_type"], 
   :post_content => summer["post_content"], 
   :professor => summer["professor"] 
   ) 
  @save = @post.save! 
  summer["custom_fields"].each { |i| 
   @post.cachemetum.create(:key => i[0], :value => 
i[1].first) 
  } 
  @post.save! 
  }   
 end 
 def weather 
  @weather = Api.weather 
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  respond_to do |format| 
   format.json { render json: @weather } 
  end 
 end 
 def events 
  @events = Api.events 
  respond_to do |format| 
       format.json { render json: @events } 
     end 
    end 
    def news 
  @news = Api.news 
  respond_to do |format| 
   format.json { render json: @news } 
  end 
 end 
 def calendar 
  @calendar = Api.calendar 
  respond_to do |format| 
   format.json { render json: @calendar } 
  end 
 end 
 def classes 
  @classes = Api.classes(params[:semester], 
params[:class_name]) 
  respond_to do |format| 
   format.json { render json: @classes } 





class GooglemailController < ApplicationController 
    def sendmessage 
     @gmail = Getmail.new 
     body=params[:body] 
     subject=params[:subject] 
     to=params[:to] 
     @gmail.sendemail(to, subject, body) 
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class UsersController < ApplicationController 
  # POST /users 
  # POST /users.json 
   
 def all 
  @users = User.all #getting all users 
  respond_to do |format| 
   format.html # all.html.erb 
   end 
  end 
 
  def edit 
 
    @user = User.find(params[:id]) 
    respond_to do |format| 
      format.html # all.html.erb 
    end 
  end    # receive user identity from url 
 
  def update 
    @user = User.find(params[:id]) 
    respond_to do |format| 
      if @user.update_attributes(params[:user]) 
       format.html { redirect_to(:controller=> 'users', :action=> 
'all', :notice => 'User Role successfully updated.') } 
      end 
    end 
  end 
 
    def create 
    @user = User.new(params[:user]) 
  
  
    respond_to do |format| 
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      if @user.save 
        # Tell the UserMailer to send a welcome Email after save 
        UserMailer.welcome_email(@user).deliver 
  
        format.html { redirect_to(@user, notice: 'User was successfully 
created.') } 
        format.json { render json: @user, status: :created, location: 
@user } 
      else 
        format.html { render action: 'new' } 
        format.json { render json: @user.errors, status: 
:unprocessable_entity } 
      end 
    end 




class WpapiController < ApplicationController 
 def find 
  @cache_new = Cache.where(:post_type => params[:post_type]) 
  respond_to do |format| 
   format.json { render json: @cache_new } 










  id: html id of widget, 
  title: title to be placed above widget, 
  color: background color of widget, 
  interval: interval of changing data for animation enabled, 
  height: height of the widget, 
  animated: scrolling data or not, 
  appendTo: which div to append the new widget to, 
  content: what to be placed in the widget, 
  content [{ 
    line1: first line, 
    line2: second line, 
    line3: third line 
  }], 
  extra: if there is dot notaion needed in the content line 1, 





  $.fn.createWidget = function(options) { 
    var opts = $.extend(true, {}, $.fn.createWidget.defaultOptions, 
options) 
     
    // Try to set any function vars first to avoid confusion. Also, use 
single line declarations. 
 
    var indexNumber = 0, 
        objectLength = this.length, 
        content = this, 
        newWidget = $('<div class="widget" id="'+opts.id+'">'), 
        widgetBody = '', 
        top = opts.height + 10 + 'px', 
        bottom = '-' + opts.height + 'px', 
        line1, 
        line2, 
        line3, 
        n; 
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    var monthNames = [ "Jan", "Feb", "Mar", "Apr", "May", "Jun", 
    "Jul", "Aug", "Sept", "Oct", "Nov", "Dec" ]; 
    //setting up widget with first set of data 
    $(opts.appendTo).append(newWidget); 
     
    widgetBody += '<div class="title">'+opts.title+'</div>'; 
 
    for(n=0; n<opts.number; n++) { 
    widgetBody += '<div class="sliver" style="background-
color:'+opts.color+'; height:'+opts.height+'px">'; 
    if(opts.extra!='' && opts.content[0].line2=='') { 
      line1 = this[n][opts.content[0].line1][opts.extra]; 
      widgetBody += '<p class="subject">'+line1+'</p>'; 
    } 
    else if(opts.content[0].line2=='' && opts.extra=='') { 
      line1 = this[n][opts.content[0].line1]; 
      widgetBody += '<p class="subject">'+line1+'</p>'; 
      console.log(opts.content[0].line1) 
    } 
    else if(opts.content[0].line3!='') { 
      line1 = this[n][opts.content[0].line1]; 
      line2 = this[n][opts.content[0].line2]; 
      line3 = this[n][opts.content[0].line3]; 
      widgetBody += '<p class="top">'+line1+'</p>'; 
      widgetBody += '<p class="subject">'+line2+'</p>'; 
      widgetBody += '<p class="bottomleft">'+line3+'</p>'; 
    } 
    else { 
      line1 = this[n][opts.content[0].line1]; 
      line2 = this[n][opts.content[0].line2]; 
      var date = new Date(line1); 
      var day = date.getDate(); 
      var month = monthNames[date.getMonth()]; 
      widgetBody += '<p class="top"><span 
class="month">'+month+'</span><span class="date">'+day+'</span></p>'; 
      widgetBody += '<p class="subject">'+line2+'</p>'; 
    } 
    widgetBody += '</div>'; 
 } 
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  $('.widget#'+opts.id).append(widgetBody); 
 
   //scrolling functionality powered by animated 
    if (opts.animated!=false) { 
     setInterval(function() { 
        if (indexNumber < 5) { 
          indexNumber++; 
        } 
        else { 
          indexNumber = 0; 
          } 
          var date = new 
Date(content[indexNumber][opts.content[0].line1]); 
          var day = date.getDate(); 
          var month = monthNames[date.getMonth()]; 
        $('#'+opts.id+' .top, #'+opts.id+' 
.subject').animate({'margin-top': top}, 400, 'swing', function() { 
          $('#'+opts.id+' .top').html("<span 
class='month'>"+month+"</span><span class='date'>"+day+"</span>"); 
          $('#'+opts.id+' 
.subject').text(content[indexNumber][opts.content[0].line2]); 
          $('#'+opts.id+' .top, #'+opts.id+' 
.subject').css({'margin-top': bottom}); 
          $('#'+opts.id+' .top, #'+opts.id+' 
.subject').animate({'margin-top': '0px'}, 900, 'easeOutBounce'); 
            if($('#'+opts.id+' .top').hasClass('contrast1')) { 
              $('#'+opts.id+' .month').addClass('contrast1'); 
            } 
              else if($('#'+opts.id+' .top').hasClass('contrast2')) { 
                $('#'+opts.id+' .month').addClass('contrast2'); 
              } 
                else if($('#'+opts.id+' .top').hasClass('transparent')) 
{ 
                $('#'+opts.id+' .month').addClass('transparent'); 
              } 
        }); 
     }, opts.interval); 
    } 
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   return this; 
 }; 
 
//maybe add in which text goes into the top and subject of the widget 
$.fn.createWidget.defaultOptions = { 
  id: 'widget1', 
  title: 'New Widget', 
  color: '#666', 
  interval: 7000, 
  height: 70, 
  appendTo: '.widget:first', 
  animated: false, 
  content: [{ 
    line1: '', 
    line2: '', 
    line3: '' 
  }], 
  extra: '', 






window.startTime = function() { 
  var h, m, t, timeOfDay, today; 
  today = new Date(); 
  h = today.getHours(); 
  m = today.getMinutes(); 
  timeOfDay = (h < 12 ? "am" : "pm"); 
  h = (h > 12 ? h - 12 : h); 
  m = checkTime(m); 
  document.getElementById("time").innerHTML = h + ":" + m + " " + 
timeOfDay; 
  return t = setTimeout("startTime()", 500); 
}; 
 
checkTime = function(i) { 
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  if (i < 10) { 
    i = "0" + i; 
  } 
  return i; 
}; 
function tConvert (time) { 
 time = time.split(":"); 
 if(time[0]>12) { 
  var tod = "pm" 
  time[0]-=12; 
 } 
 else { 
  var tod = "am"; 
 } 
 return time[0]+":"+time[1]+" "+tod; 
} 
 
var monthNames = [ "Jan", "Feb", "Mar", "Apr", "May", "Jun", 
    "Jul", "Aug", "Sept", "Oct", "Nov", "Dec" ]; 
var options = { 
 loadjson: function loadjson(context, callback) { 
  if(context=='events' || context=='classes') { 
   var apiString="api/" + context + ".json"; 
  } 
  else if(context=='calendar') { 
   var apiString="kiosk/" + context + ".json"; 
  } 
  else { 
  var apiString="json/" + context + ".json"; 
  } 
 $.getJSON(apiString, function(data) { 
  options[context] = data; 
  options[context].expanded = false; 
  if (callback && typeof(callback) === "function" && 
options[context] != undefined) {        
   callback.call(this); 





 initializer: function initializer() { 
 options.loadjson("news", function() { 
  $(options.news).createWidget({id: 'news',  
   title: 'News',  
   color: '#D54106', 
   appendTo: '.left-column', 
   animated: true,  
   content: [{line1:'date_posted', line2:'title'}] 





 options.loadjson("calendar", function() { 




 posterboard: function posterboard(data, html, line2, expand) { 
  if ($('.'+html+'.context').hasClass('loaded')) { 
   $('.'+html+'.context .backview').empty(); 
   $('.'+html+'.context').removeClass('loaded'); 
  } 
  var appendstring = '<div class="allposts">'; 
  for(var n=0; n<options[data].length; n++) { 
   if(line2=='date_posted') { 
   var date = new Date(options[data][n][line2]); 
         var day = date.getDate(); 
         var month = monthNames[date.getMonth()]; 
   } 





  } 
  appendstring+='</div></div>'; 
  $('.'+html+'.context .backview').prepend(appendstring) 
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  $('.'+html+'.context').addClass('loaded'); 
 }, 
 sliver: function sliver(data, first, last) { 
 if ($('.widget#' + data).hasClass('loaded')) { 
  $('.widget#' + data).find('.sliver').remove()                                                                       
; 
 } 
  for (var i = first; i < last; i++) { 
   if (options[data][i].label.length > 45) { 
    var label = options[data][i].label.slice(0,44) 
+ '...'; 
   } 
   else { 
    label = options[data][i].label; 
   } 
   var appendString = '<div class="sliver" id=' + 
options[data][i].id + '><p class="top"><span class="month">' + 
options[data][i].month +'</span><span class="date">' + 
options[data][i].day + '</span><p class="subject">' + label + '</p><p 
class="bottomleft">'; 
   if (options[data][i].allDay == false) { 
    var charcount = 
options[data][i].location.length + options[data][i].starttime.length + 
options[data][i].endtime.length; 
    if (charcount > 49) { 
     var location = 
options[data][i].location.slice(0,30) + '...'; 
    } 
    else { 
     location = options[data][i].location; 
    } 
    appendString += location + ' &#124; ' + 
options[data][i].starttime + "-" + options[data][i].endtime + '</p><div 
style="clear:both"></div></div>'; 
   } 
   else { 
    var charcount = 
options[data][i].location.length + 7; 
    if (charcount > 49) { 
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     var location = 
options[data][i].location.slice(0,30) + '...'; 
    } 
    else { 
     location = options[data][i].location; 
    } 
    appendString += location + ' &#124; all 
day</p><div style="clear:both"></div></div>'; 
   } 
   $('.widget#' + 
data).append(appendString).addClass('loaded'); 
  } 









 $('.notice, .alert').delay(800).fadeOut(600); 
 $('#events').click(function() { 
  if(!$('#events').hasClass('loaded')) { 
    
   $('.events.context 
.backview').append(options.events.html); 
   $('.ai1ec-posterboard-view').masonry({ 
   itemSelector: '.ai1ec-event', 
   isResizable: true, 
   isAnimated: true 
  }); 
   $('#events').addClass('loaded'); 
 
  } 





 $('#news').click(function() { 
  options.posterboard('news', 'news', 'date_posted', 
'post_content'); 
  $('.allposts').masonry({ 
   itemSelector: '.post', 
   isResizable: true, 
   isAnimated: true 
  }); 
 }); 
 $('.allclasses').masonry({ 
   itemSelector: '.single-class', 
   isResizable: true, 
   isAnimated: true 
  }); 
 
// Preflight Launch - fadein welcome and turn in widgets 
 $("#welcome").fadeIn('slow', function() { 
  $(".widget").turnstile({ deg: '0deg', trans: '0,0', 
delayer: 40, direction: 'in'}); 
   $("#sidelist li").turnstile({ deg: '0deg', trans: '0,0', 
delayer: 40, direction: 'in'}); 
  }); 
 
 
 // Button press effects 
 $('.widget .sliver').mousedown(function(e) { 
  if (!$(e.target).hasClass('flip-trigger')) { 
  $(this).css({transformOrigin: '50% 50%'}).transition({ 
perspective: '0', scale: .97 }, 100); 
  } 
 }).bind('mouseup mouseleave', function() { 




 // Notify Click Testing 
 $('.notify').click(function() { 
  console.log('fired') 
  $('#notifications').slideToggle('fast'); 
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 }); 
 $('.close-notification').click(function() { 
  $('#notifications').slideToggle('fast'); 
 }); 
 
 // Settings - change this to use dependency interjection where 
possible 
 var state = 'closed'; 
 $('.settings').click(function() { 
   
  if (state == 'closed') { 
  $('#settings').show('slide','fast', function() 
{$('body').children().not('#settings').animate({opacity: .5});}); 
   
  state = 'open'; 
  } 
  else { 
   $('#settings').hide("slide","fast", function() 
{$('body').children().not('#settings').animate({opacity: 1});}); 
   state = 'closed'; 
  } 
 }); 
 
 $('#settings .close').click(function() { 
  $('#settings').hide("slide","fast", function() 
{$('body').children().not('#settings').animate({opacity: 1});}); 
  state = 'closed'; 
 }); 
  
 // Contrast - same thing as above, needs to be changed to use 
dependency injection 
 
 var contrast = 'normal'; 
 $('.high-contrast').click(function() { 
  if (contrast == 'normal') { 
  $('.widget .sliver, .sliver .top, .sliver 
.month').addClass('contrast1'); 
  contrast = 'high1'; 
  } 
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  else if (contrast == 'high1') { 
   $('.widget .sliver, .sliver .top, .sliver 
.month').removeClass('contrast1'); 
   $('.widget .sliver, .sliver .top, .sliver 
.month').addClass('contrast2'); 
   $('p:not(.context p, .high-
contrast),.allv,.detail,abbr').css('color','#292929') 
   contrast = 'high2' 
  } 
  else if (contrast == 'high2'){ 
   $('p:not(.context 
p),.allv,.detail,abbr').css('color','#FFF'); 
   $('.widget .sliver, .sliver .top, .sliver 
.month').removeClass('contrast2'); 
   $('.widget .sliver, .sliver .top, .sliver 
.month').addClass('transparent'); 
   contrast = 'transparent'; 
  } 
  else { 
   $('.widget .sliver, .sliver .top, .sliver 
.month').removeClass('transparent') 
   contrast = 'normal'; 





 // Pages Transition 
 var panes = {}; 
 panes = { 
  open: null 
 } 
 $('#sidelist li:not(.notify)').click(function(e) { 
  e.preventDefault; 
  var context = $(this).attr('class').split(" ").join("."); 
  var contextPage = $(".context." + context); 
  panes.open = contextPage; 
  if ($(window).width() < 500) { 
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      $("#sidelist li").turnstile({ deg: '0deg', 
trans: '0,0', delayer: 40, direction: 'out'}); 
     } 
  if ($('.tiles').hasClass('turned') && 
$('.open').hasClass(context)) { 
   $('.open').turnstile({direction: 
'back'}).removeClass('open').addClass('closed'); 
   $('.widget').turnstile({direction: 'in'}, function() 
{$('.tiles').removeClass('turned')}); 
   $('.dashboard-return').fadeOut('fast'); 
  } 
  else if ($('.tiles').hasClass('turned') && 
contextPage.hasClass('closed')) { 
   $('.open').turnstile({direction: 
'back'}).removeClass('open').addClass('closed'); 
   contextPage.turnstile({direction: 
"in"}).removeClass('closed').addClass('open');   
  } 
  else { 
   contextPage.turnstile({direction: 
"in"}).removeClass('closed').addClass('open'); 
   $('.widget').turnstile({direction: 'out'}, function() 
{ $('.tiles').addClass('turned'); }); 
   $('.dashboard-return').fadeIn('fast'); 
  } 
 }); 
  
 // Dashboard button functionality 
 
 $('.dashboard-return').hover(function() { 
  $('img', this).attr('src', 'assets/mylife_mini.gif'); 
 }, function() { 
  $('img', this).attr('src', 'assets/mylife_mini.png'); 
 }); 
 $('.dashboard-return, #welcome').click(function() { 
   $('.open').turnstile({direction: 'back'}, function() 
{ $(this).removeClass('open').addClass('closed') }); 
   $('.widget').turnstile({direction: 'in'}, function() 
{$('.tiles').removeClass('turned')}); 
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   $('.dashboard-return').fadeOut('fast');  
  if ($(window).width() < 500) { 
      $("#sidelist li").turnstile({ deg: '0deg', 
trans: '0,0', delayer: 40, direction: 'in'}); 
     } 
   }); 
   //messages 
   $('#compose_form').click(function() { 
    $('.compose').show(); 
    $('.message_view').hide(); 
   }); 
   $('#close_compose').click(function() { 
    $('.compose').hide(); 
    $('.message_view').show(); 
   }); 
   $('.messages .col-left .sliver').click(function(){ 
   //$(document).on("click touch", ".messages .col-left .sliver", 
function() { 
    var id = $(this).attr("id"); 
    $('.messages .col-right.message_view').empty(); 
    $('.messages .col-left 
.sliver#'+id).clone().appendTo('.messages .col-right.message_view'); 
    //$('.col-right .sliver#'+ id +' 
.subject_full').insertBefore('.col-right .sliver#'+ id +' 
.sender_full'); 
   }); 
    //initial message shown 
    var id = $('.col-left .sliver').first().attr('id'); 
    $('.messages .col-left 
.sliver#'+id).clone().appendTo('.messages .col-right.message_view'); 
    $('.col-right .sliver#'+ id +' 




  'ajax:complete': function () { 
      alert("Email sent!"); 
      $('#to, #subject, #body').val(''); 




 $('.start, .end').each(function() { 
  var time = tConvert($(this).html()); 
  $(this).text(time); 
 }); 
 $('.sliver .date_full').each(function() { 
  var date = $(this).html().slice(0,-5); 





 //Class search 
 $('#search-submit').click(function (e) { 
  e.preventDefault(); 
  $('.allclasses').hide(); 
  $('.loading').show(); 
  $('.results-list').empty(); 
  $('.search-results h4').empty(); 
  $('.search-results').hide(); 
  var search = $('#search_term').val(); 
  $.getJSON("/api/classes/summer/" + search + ".json",  
   function (data) { 
    if ($(".results-list li").length == 0) { 
                  $(".search-results h4").append('<span 
class="noresults">No results for '+search+'</span>'); 
                } 
                $('.search-results h4').html("Search results for " + 
search); 
                 
    $('.results-list').append(data[0].html); 
    $('.list-information p').each(function() { 
     var title = 
$(this).text().trim().slice(0,-3).trim().slice(0,-2); 
     $(this).text(title); 
    }); 
                $('.search-results').show(); 
    $('.loading').hide();    
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   }); 
   
 }); 
 $('.reset').click(function() { 
  $('.allclasses').show(); 
  $('.search-results').hide(); 
  $('#search_term').val(''); 
 }); 
 $('.results-list a').click(function(e){ e.preventDefault();}); 
 $('.show-notes').click(function() { 
        $(this).parent().parent().children(".course-information-
notes").slideToggle(); 




// Animated Turnstile Effect 
(function($) { 
$.fn.turnstile = function(options, callback) { 
  
  if (!this.length) { return this; } 
 count = this.length; 
   var opts = $.extend(true, {}, $.fn.turnstile.defaults, options) 
 var delayIt = 100; 
 var garbage = 0; 
 opts.animated = false; 
 if (opts.direction == "in") { 
  opts.deg = '0deg'; 
  opts.trans = '0,0';  
  opts.opacity = 1; 
 } 
 else if (opts.direction == "out") { 
  opts.deg = '0deg'; 
  opts.trans = "-2000px, 0px"; 
  opts.opacity = 1; 
 } 
 else if (opts.direction == "back") { 
  opts.deg = '0deg'; 
  opts.trans = '2000px,0px'; 
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  opts.opacity = 1; 
  } 
 else { 
  opts.deg = direction; 
 } 
 if (!opts.animated) { 
 opts.animated = true; 
 this.each(function(index) { 
   delayIt += opts.delayer; 
   $(this).show().delay(delayIt).transit({perspective: 




  opts.animated = false; 
  if (callback && typeof(callback) === "function") {  
   
    
   callback.call(this); 
  } 
 }); 
 } 
 return this; 
}; 
 
// default options 
$.fn.turnstile.defaults = { 
 deg: 0, 
 trans: 0, 
 direction: 'out', 
 delayer: 50, 










html, body, div, span, h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, p, em, img, small, 
strong { 
  margin: 0; 
  padding: 0; 
  border: 0; 
  font: inherit; 












  overflow: hidden; 





  &:hover, &:active { 
    outline: none; 




  font-size: 85%; 
} 
 
strong, th { 
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  font-weight: bold; 
} 
 
::-moz-selection, ::selection { 
  background: #3b7cbf; 
  color: #fff; 




  -webkit-tap-highlight-color: #3b7cbf; 
} 
 
.ie7 img { 
  -ms-interpolation-mode: bicubic; 
} 
 
/* Primary Styles */ 
 
body { 
  padding: 10px; 
  font: 1em "museo-sans", sans-serif; 
  color: #FFF; 
  background-color: #333; 
  background: url(background.jpg) black no-repeat; 




  float: left; 
  width: 100%; 
  height: auto; 
  text-decoration: none; 
  color: white; 
  &:link, &:visited, &:active { 
    float: left; 
    width: 100%; 
    height: auto; 
    text-decoration: none; 
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    color: white; 




  float: left; 
  z-index: 1000; 
} 
 
h1, h2, h3 { 




  color: white; 
  line-height: 0.8; 
  letter-spacing: -0.05em; 
} 
 
h2, h3 { 
  color: white; 
  line-height: 0.9; 




  font-size: 1.15em; 
  line-height: 1.15; 




  font-size: 1em; 




  font-size:1.2em; 




  margin-top: 20px; 
  label { 
    display: inline; 
    font-size: 1.15em; 
  } 
  .btn { 
    margin-top: 20px; 
  } 
} 
.role { 
  font-size: 1.7em; 
  border-bottom: solid 1px white; 
} 
.admin_title { 
  font-size: 1.9em; 
} 
a.logout { 
  float:right; 
  width: 8%; 
  font-size: 1.4em; 
} 
.all_roles { 
  padding: 0 20px; 
} 
.admin_view { 
  width: 50%; 
background-color: #444; 
padding: 10px; 




  padding:0; 
  margin: 0; 
  li { 
    font-size: 1.15em; 
    padding: 5px 0; 
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    a { 
      padding-bottom: 10px; 
    } 












  display: inline; 
} 
div { 





  font-size: 1.5em; 
} 
#sidebar { 
  float: right; 
  width: 13%; 
} 
 
#classes .sliver { 
  background-color: #1A652C; 
} 
 
#messages .sliver { 













  font-size: 1.75em; 
  color: #FFF; 
  margin: 0; 
  padding: 0; 
  text-align: right; 
  li { 
    margin-bottom: .3em; 
    -webkit-transform: perspective(800px) rotateY(-90deg) translate(-
100px, 200px); 
  } 
  a { 
    float:none; 




  float: left; 
  width: 85%; 




  color: #fff; 
  font-family: "SourceSansProExtraLight"; 
  font-size: 2em; 
  margin: -0.2em 0 0.2em 0; 




  clear: both; 
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  padding: .4em; 
  background-color: lightSeaGreen; 
  position: fixed; 
  bottom: 0; 
  display: none; 




  float: right; 
  display: inline; 
  color: #FFF; 
  font-size: 1em; 
  margin-top: -0.2em; 
  li { 
    display: inline; 
  } 
  li img { 
    vertical-align: middle;  
    padding-right: 4px; 
    margin-bottom: .5em 




  margin: 0 0 0 40%; 
  font-size: 1em; 
} 
 
.divide .left { 
  float: left; 
  width: 33%; 
  margin-top: 0; 




  height: 210px; 
  display: none; 
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  padding: 15px; 
  background-color: darkCyan; 
  position: fixed; 
  z-index: 1002; 
  top: 25%; 
  width: 96%; 
  .title { 
    right: 1%; 
  } 
  .close { 
    position: absolute; 
    right: 1%; 
    font-size: 1.5em; 
    color: white; 
    top: 20px; 
    font-weight: 700; 




  font-size: 1.8em; 




  position: relative; 
  margin-bottom: 3px; 
} 
 
.left-column, .right-column { 
  width: 50%; 
  float: left; 
} 
 
#calendar, #news { 
  .sliver { 
    padding:0; 
  } 
  .top { 
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    float:left; 
    width: 55px; 
    height:70px; 
    margin:0; 
  } 
  .month { 
     
    width: 55px; 
    float:left; 
    text-align: center; 
    font-size: 1em; 
    padding: 2px 0; 
  } 
  .date { 
    width: 55px; 
    float:left; 
    text-align: center; 
    font-size: 1.7em; 
    padding-top: 5px; 
  } 
  .subject{ 
    padding-left: 62px; 
    padding-top: 7px; 
  } 
  .bottomleft{ 
    padding-left: 62px; 
    padding-top: 7px; 
  } 
} 
#calendar .top { 
background-color: #B33232; 
} 
#calendar .month { 
background-color: #FA7878; 
} 








  .month { 
    background-color: #f98100; 
    width: 50px; 
    float:right; 
    text-align: center; 
    font-size: 1em; 
    padding: 2px 0; 
    text-transform: uppercase; 
    color: white; 
  } 
  .date { 
    clear:right; 
    width: 50px; 
    float:right; 
    text-align: center; 
    font-size: 1.7em; 
    padding-top: 5px; 
    background-color: #DA4308; 
    height: 41px; 
    color: white; 





  float: right; 
  margin: -18px 10px 0 0; 
  color: white; 
} 
 
.back, .front { 
  -webkit-backface-visibility: hidden; 




.back p, span { 
















  opacity: 0; 
  -webkit-transform-origin-x: -8px; 
  -webkit-transform: perspective(800px) rotateY(-90deg) translate(-
100px, 200px); 
  -webkit-transition-delay: 0ms; 
  -webkit-transition-duration: 300ms; 
  -webkit-transform-style: preserve-3d; 




  &.messages, &.events, &.student-back, &.news { 
    opacity: 0; 
    -webkit-transform-origin-x: -8px; 
    -webkit-transform: perspective(800px) rotateY(90deg); 
    -webkit-transition-delay: 0ms; 
    -webkit-transition-duration: 300ms; 
    -webkit-transform-style: preserve-3d; 
    -webkit-perspective: 800px; 
    top: 0; 
    left: 0; 
    position: absolute; 
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    width: 100%; 
    height: auto; 
  } 
  .col-left { 
    width: 30%; 
    float: left; 
    padding: 5px; 
    min-height: 548px; 
    position: relative; 
  } 
  .col-right { 
    background-color: #666; 
    width: 66%; 
    float: left; 
    margin-left: 10px; 
    padding: 5px; 
    min-height: 548px; 
  } 
} 
 
.pages .col-left { 




  .col-right { 
    background-color: #f66; 
  } 
  .col-left .topleft { 
    background-color: #558dff; 
    height: 270px; 
    padding: 5px; 




  .col-left .bottom { 
    background-color: #666; 
    min-height: 270px; 
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    padding: 5px; 
    margin-top: 15px; 
  } 
  .sec { 
    p { 
      margin: 0; 
    } 
    margin-bottom: .75em; 
  } 
} 
 
.events .divide, .student-back .sec { 








  bottom: 5px; 
  background-color: #009966; 
  padding: 5px; 
  right: 5px; 
  font-family: "SourceSansProRegular"; 
  color: white; 
  border-style: none; 










  clear: both; 
  margin: 0 0 5px 0; 
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  padding: 7px; 
  min-height: 70px; 




  font-size: 1.2em; 
  line-height: 1em; 




  font-size: 1em; 
  text-transform: uppercase; 
  letter-spacing: 1px; 




  text-transform: uppercase; 
  font-size: 1.2em; 
  margin-right: 15px; 




  text-align: left; 
  position: absolute; 
  bottom: 1px; 
  right: 5px; 
  font-family: "SourceSansProLight"; 
  text-transform: lowercase; 
} 
 
#messages .back .sliver { 
  min-height: 159px; 
} 
.mail-id { 




  display:none; 
} 
 
/* Animation Test */ 
 
.flip { 
  display: block; 
  width: 100%; 
  position: relative; 
  clear: both; 




  -webkit-transform: rotateX(-180deg); 
  -webkit-backface-visibility: hidden; 
















  display: none; 
} 
 
#pagesfields .button { 




#new_subject, #new_recipient, #new_body { 
  padding: 0; 
  width: 99%; 
  margin: 5px 0; 
} 
#new_body { 
  height: 400px; 
} 
.id_full, .body_full { 
  display: none; 
} 
.subject_full { 
  border-bottom: 1px solid #444; 
} 
.messages .col-left .sliver { 
  background-color: white; 
  opacity: .9; 
} 
.messages .col-left .sliver:hover { 
  opacity: 1; 
} 
.messages .col-left .sliver p{ 
  color: #444; 
  font-size: 1.2em; 
} 
#compose_form { 
  color:#444; 
  text-align: center; 
  font-size: 1.1em; 
  background-color: #88b9d5; 
  height: 19px; 
  margin: 0 0 5px 0; 
  padding: 7px; 
} 
#close_compose { 
  font-size: 2.5em; 
  float:right; 
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  padding-right: 13px; 
  font-weight: 600; 
} 
#to, #subject, #body { 
  width:84%; 
  margin: .5em; 
} 
#body{ 
  height: 400px; 
} 
#email_send { 
  display: block; 
  margin: .5em; 
} 
.col-right { 
  .sliver { 
    .subject_full { 
      font-size: 2em; 
      border-bottom: 2px solid white; 
      font-weight: bold; 
    } 
    .sender_full { 
      font-size: 1.5em; 
      float:left; 
      padding-top: 1px; 
    } 
    .date_full { 
      float:right; 
      padding-top: 6px; 
    } 
    .body_full { 
      display: block; 
      clear: both; 
      font-size: 1.2em; 
      padding-top: 10px; 
    } 




  height: 537px; 




.student-back .allclasses, .search-results { 
  height:565px; 
  overflow: scroll; 
} 
.single-class, ul.results-list>li { 
  float:left; 
  margin:5px; 
  background-color:white; 
  opacity: 0.9; 
  width: 32%; 
} 
.single-class:hover, ul.results-list>li:hover { 
  opacity: 1; 
} 
.single-class > p { 
    color:#444; 
    padding: 2px 8px; 
    font-size: 1.2em 
} 
p.class_number, .course-information-left{ 
  font-size: 1.5em; 
  text-align: center; 
  background-color: #9C899D; 
  color:white; 
} 
p.class_title, .list-information p{ 
  font-family: "museo-sans-condensed"; 
  font-size: 1.8em; 
} 
.class_notes, .course-information-notes { 
  display: none; 
} 
#search-submit { 




  display: none; 
} 
.results-list li { 
  width: 32%; 
  color: #444; 
  a, p { 
    color: #444; 
  } 
  .contact { 
    font-size: 1.2em; 
    padding-left: 0; 
    li { 
      display: inline; 
      border-right: solid 1px #444; 
      padding-right: 8px; 
    } 
    li:last { 
      border:none; 
    } 
  } 
} 
.results-list { 
  clear: both; 
} 
.loading { 
  display: none; 
} 






  margin: 0; 
} 
.list-information { 
  padding:5px; 
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} 
.results-list li a:hover { 





.results-list li:last { 
  border: none; 
} 
.reset { 












  width: 31%; 
  float: left; 
  background-color: white; 
  opacity: .9; 
  margin: 5px; 
  padding: 5px; 
} 
.post:hover { 
  opacity: 1; 
} 
.post p { 
  color: #444; 
} 
.post .title { 
  font-family: "museo-sans-condensed"; 
  width: 83%; 
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  float: left; 
} 
.post .expanded { 
  display: none; 
} 
.allposts { 
  overflow: scroll; 





  border-radius: 0px; 
} 
 
.ai1ec-posterboard-view .ai1ec-event-title a { 
  font-family: "museo-sans-condensed" !important; 
  font-weight: normal !important; 
} 
.ai1ec-event-description, .ai1ec-event-time, .ai1ec-calendar-title { 
  font-family: "museo-sans"; 
  color: #222; 
} 
.ai1ec-month-view .ai1ec-date { 
  background-color: #f1f1f1; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view { 
  font-size: 0.8em !important; 
  -webkit-transform: translatez(0); 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-no-results { 
  font-style: italic; 
  font-size: 1.4em !important; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view > ol { 
  margin: 0 !important; 
  padding: 0 !important; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view li { 
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  list-style: none !important; 
  border: none !important; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-date-events { 
  margin: 0 0.5em 0 0 !important; 
  padding: 0 !important; 
  display: block; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-date { 
  background-repeat: no-repeat; 
  margin: 0 !important; 
  padding: 0 !important; 
  float: left; 
  width: 100%; 
  background-image: none; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-date.ai1ec-today { 
  border-top: 1px solid #f0f0aa !important; 
  background: rgba(244, 244, 191, 0.8); 
  background-repeat: no-repeat; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-date-title { 
  border: 1px solid #c2c2c2; 
  overflow: hidden; 
  color: #525252; 
  float: left; 
  font-size: 8.7pt; 
  font-weight: bold; 
  background-repeat: no-repeat; 
  line-height: 1.2em; 
  margin: 0.5em 0.75em !important; 
  text-align: center; 
  width: 3.5em; 
  background-image:none; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-month { 
  text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25); 
  background: #636298; 
  font-size: 0.9em !important; 
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  text-transform: uppercase; 
  letter-spacing: 0.15em; 
  color: #ffffff; 
  font-weight: bold; 
  line-height: 1.3em; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-day { 
  font-size: 1.7em !important; 
  padding: 0.2em 0 0.1em !important; 
  font-weight: bold; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-weekday { 
  font-size: 0.9em !important; 
  line-height: 1.2em; 
  font-weight: bold; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-year { 
  color: #ffffff; 
  background: #617284; 
  font-size: 0.8em !important; 
  letter-spacing: 0.15em; 
  padding: 0 0.1em; 
  text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25); 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-event { 
  clear: right; 
  font-size: 1.2em; 
  line-height: 1.3em; 
  margin: 0.5em 0 0.5em 4.9em !important; 
  padding: 0 !important; 
  position: relative; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-event a { 
  color: #566675; 
  display: block; 
  background: #ffffff; 
  border: 1px solid #d4d4d4; 
  padding: 0.2em 0.4em !important; 
  text-decoration: none !important; 
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} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-event a:hover { 
  border-color: #aeaeae; 
  color: #414c58; 
  text-decoration: none !important; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-event .ai1ec-event-time { 
  font-weight: bold; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-event .ai1ec-event-title { 
  font-weight: normal; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-event.ai1ec-allday a .ai1ec-event-
click { 
  -webkit-border-radius: 0.3em; 
  -moz-border-radius: 0.3em; 
  border-radius: 0.3em; 
  text-shadow: none; 
} 
.ailec-allday-badge { 
  background-image: none; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-event.ai1ec-allday a .ai1ec-allday-
label { 
  background: #566675; 
  -webkit-border-radius: 0.9em; 
  -moz-border-radius: 0.9em; 
  border-radius: 0.9em; 
  color: #ffffff; 
  display: inline-block; 
  font-size: 0.75em; 
  font-weight: normal; 
  margin: 0 0 0.2em; 
  padding: 0em 0.7em 0.15em; 
  vertical-align: top; 
  background-color: #515f6e; 
  background-repeat: no-repeat; 
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.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-event .ai1ec-category-colors { 
  font-size: 0.9em; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-event .ai1ec-category-colors .ai1ec-
category-color { 
  margin: 0 0 -0.1em; 
  padding: 1px; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-subscribe-google img { 
  width: 19px !important; 
  height: 20px !important; 
  margin: -5px 0.5em -5px 0 !important; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-popup-summary-parent { 
  position: relative; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-popup-summary { 
  top: -9999px; 
  left: -14px; 
  opacity: 0; 
  padding: 4px 7px; 
  width: 124px; 
  margin-right: 7px; 
  position: relative; 
  font-size: 10px; 
  font-weight: normal; 
  background: #ffffff; 
  border: 1px solid #b3b3b3; 
  border-bottom-color: #999999; 
  -webkit-border-radius: 4px; 
  -moz-border-radius: 4px; 
  border-radius: 4px; 
  -webkit-transition-property: opacity, left, top; 
  -ms-transition-property: opacity, left, top; 
  -moz-transition-property: opacity, left, top; 
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  transition-property: opacity, left, top; 
  -webkit-transition-duration: 0.4s, 0.4s, 0s; 
  -ms-transition-duration: 0.4s, 0.4s, 0s; 
  -moz-transition-duration: 0.4s, 0.4s, 0s; 
  transition-duration: 0.4s, 0.4s, 0s; 
  -webkit-transition-delay: 0s, 0s, 0.4s; 
  -ms-transition-delay: 0s, 0s, 0.4s; 
  -moz-transition-delay: 0s, 0s, 0.4s; 
  transition-delay: 0s, 0s, 0.4s; 
} 
.ai1ec-agenda-widget-view .ai1ec-popup-summary .ai1ec-category-colors { 
  float: right; 
  font-size: 0.9em; 
  margin: 0.2em 0.2em -0.2em -0.1em; 
} 
.ai1ec-posterboard-view .ai1ec-event-title a { 
  color:#444; 
  float:none; 
} 
.ai1ec-title-buttons.btn-toolbar { 
  display: none; 
} 
.ai1ec-posterboard-view .ai1ec-month { 
  padding: 2px 0; 
  font-size: 1.3em; 
  letter-spacing: 0; 
  background-color: #FA7878; 
} 
.ai1ec-load-view:hover { 
  font-weight: normal; 
} 
.ai1ec-posterboard-view .ai1ec-day { 
  padding: .1em .2em; 
  font-weight: normal; 
  background-color: #B33232; 
} 
.ai1ec-posterboard-view { 
  height: 565px !important; 




  display: none; 
} 
.ai1ec-posterboard-view .ai1ec-event { 
  width:31%; 
} 
.ai1ec-event footer { 
  display: none; 
} 
h2.ai1ec-calendar-title { 
font-size: 22.25px !important; 
} 
 
/* Media Queries */ 
 
/* Column Control Media Queries */ 
 
@media screen and (min-width: 500px) { 
  body { 
    max-width: 1600px; 
    margin: 0 auto; 
    padding: 10px; 
  } 
  a { 
    &:hover { 
      font-weight: 700; 
    } 
    &.title { 
      background-color: #f2f1db; 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
/*One Column, Mobile*/ 
 
@media only screen and (-webkit-min-device-pixel-ratio: 1.5), only 
screen and (min-device-pixel-ratio: 1.5) { 
  .widget { 
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    width: 38%; 
  } 
} 
 
@media screen and (max-width: 500px) { 
  .left-column, .right-column { 
    width: 100%; 
  } 
  .top { 
    font-size: 16px; 
  } 
  .subject { 
    font-size: 1em; 
  } 
  .bottomleft { 
    font-size: 13px; 
  } 
  .widget { 
    width: 100%; 
  } 
  .title { 
    font-size: 1.4em; 
  } 
  #sidebar { 
    ul li { 
      text-align: center; 
      &.notify { 
        display: none; 
      } 
    } 
    width: 100%; 
  } 
  .context { 
    .col-left { 
      width: 98%; 
      min-height: 0; 
    } 
    .col-right { 
      clear: both; 
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      width: 98%; 
      min-height: 0; 
      margin-left: 0px; 
    } 
  } 
  .button { 
    position: relative; 
  } 
  #welcome { 
    font-size: 1.2em; 
    margin-top: 1px; 
  } 
  #settings { 
    width: 75%; 
  } 
  .events .col-right, .student-back .col-right { 
    margin-left: 0; 
    margin-top: 15px; 
  } 
  /* .events, .student-back { 
    margin-left: 15px;} */ 
  .col-right { 
    overflow: auto; 
  } 
  #pagesfields .button { 
    right: 0px; 
  } 
  #sidelist { 
    font-family: "SourceSansProExtraLight"; 
    text-transform: uppercase; 
    font-size: 1.4em; 
  } 
  .right .details { 
    font-size: 14px; 
  } 
  #notifications { 
    width: 95%; 
    font-size: 12px; 
    p { 
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      padding-right: 15px; 
    } 
  } 
  #close-notification { 
    margin: -19px 4px 0 0; 
  } 
  .tiles { 
    width: 100%; 
    margin-right: 5px; 
  } 
  .sliver { 
    width: initial; 
    margin-bottom: 3px; 
  } 
  body { 
    -webkit-text-size-adjust: none; 
  } 
  #messages .back .sliver { 
    min-height: 157px; 
  } 
  .compose.col-right { 
    position: absolute; 
    width:97%; 
  } 
  .message_view.col-right { 
    display: none !important; 
  } 
  .post, .ai1ec-posterboard-view .ai1ec-event { 
    width:95%; 
  } 
  .col-left { 
  .sliver { 
    .subject_full { 
      font-size: 2em; 
      font-weight: bold; 
    } 
    .sender_full { 
      font-size: 1.5em; 
      float:left; 
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      padding-top: 1px; 
    } 
    .date_full { 
      float:right; 
      padding-top: 6px; 
    } 
    .body_full { 
      display: block; 
      clear: both; 
      font-size: 1.2em; 
      padding-top: 10px; 
    } 
  } 
 
} 
.single-class, ul.results-list>li { 
width: 100%; 
  } 
    .signin { 
  width: 64%; 
} 
.allinbox { 




/* Two Column, Vertical iPad */ 
 
@media screen and (min-width: 500px) and (max-width: 800px) { 
  body { 
    background: url(background.jpg) black no-repeat; 
      overflow: hidden; 
  } 
  .tiles { 
    width: 100%; 
  } 
  .widget { 
    width: 98%; 
  } 
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  #sidebar { 
    width: 100%; 
    ul li { 
      display: inline-block; 
      padding: 0 .75em 0 0; 
      font-size: 0.9em; 
    } 
    position: absolute; 
    bottom: 24px; 
  } 
  #sidelist { 
    text-align: center; 
  } 
  .back .right p.details { 
    margin-top: 130px; 
  } 
  #notifications { 
    width: 94.8%; 
  } 
  p { 
    font-size: 1em; 
  } 
  .context .col-right { 
    width: 65%; 
 
  } 
  .graph img { 
    max-width: 54%; 
  } 
  .context .col-left { 
    height: 771px; 
    .top, .bottom { 
      min-height: 373px; 
    } 
  } 
  .top { 
    font-size: 1.2em; 
  } 
  .subject { 
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    font-size: 1em; 
  } 
  #settings { 
    width: 92%; 
  } 
  .messages .col-left { 
    width: 100%; 
  } 
  html { 
    height: 100%; 
  } 
  .compose.col-right { 
    position: absolute; 
    width:95%; 
  } 
    .message_view.col-right { 
    display: none !important; 
  } 
  .post, .ai1ec-posterboard-view .ai1ec-event { 
    width: 45%; 
  } 
  .post .title { 
    width: 81%; 
  } 
  .ai1ec-posterboard-view, .allposts, .allclasses { 
    height: 765px !important; 
  } 
  .body_full { 
    display: block; 
  } 
  .col-left { 
  .sliver { 
    p.subject_full { 
      font-size: 1.5em; 
      font-weight: bold; 
    } 
    .sender_full { 
      font-size: 1.5em; 
      float:left; 
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      padding-top: 1px; 
    } 
    .date_full { 
      float:right; 
      padding-top: 6px; 
    } 
    .body_full { 
      display: block; 
      clear: both; 
      font-size: 1.2em; 
      padding-top: 10px; 
    } 
  } 
} 
.single-class, ul.results-list>li { 
width: 48%; 
  } 
  .signin { 
  width: 44%; 
} 
.allinbox { 
  height: 765px; 
} 
.tiles { 





/* Three Column, Horizontal iPad */ 
 
@media screen and (min-width: 800px) and (max-width: 1200px) { 
  body { 
    background: url(background.jpg) black no-repeat; 
      overflow: hidden; 
  } 
  .widget { 
    width: 98%; 
  } 
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  #notifications { 
    width: 81.2%; 
  } 
  p { 
    font-size: 1em; 
  } 
  .context .col-right { 
    width: 64%; 
  } 
  .graph { 
    max-width: 46%; 
  } 
  .context { 
    .col-left, .col-right { 
      min-height: 565px; 
    } 
  } 
  .top { 
    font-size: 1.2em; 
  } 
  .subject { 
    font-size: 1.2em; 
  } 
  #settings { 
    width: 82%; 
  } 
} 
 
/* Four Column */ 
 
@media screen and (min-width: 1200px) { 
  body { 
    background-color: #111; 
    width: 960px; 
  } 
  .tiles { 
    width: 88%; 
  } 
  #sidebar { 
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    width: 12%; 
  } 
  #notifications { 
    width: 960px; 
  } 
  .widget { 
    width: 415px; 
  } 
  .context { 
    .col-left, .col-right { 
      min-height: 565px; 
    } 
  } 
  #settings { 
    width: 807px; 





@media screen and (min-width: 1600px) { 
  .title { 
    font-size: 1.6em; 
  } 
  .context .divide { 
    .left, .right { 
      font-size: 1em; 
    } 
  } 
  .detail.flip-trigger { 
    font-size: 3em; 
  } 
  .context { 
    .col-left, .col-right { 
      min-height: 855px; 
    } 
  } 
  .context .col-left { 
    .top, .bottom { 
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      min-height: 415px; 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
F DATABASE MIGRATIONS 
class DeviseCreateUsers < ActiveRecord::Migration 
  def change 
    drop_table :users 
    create_table(:users) do |t| 
      ## Database authenticatable 
      t.string :email,              :null => false, :default => "" 
      t.string :encrypted_password, :null => false, :default => "" 
      t.string :fname,              :null => false, :default => "" 
      t.string :lname,              :null => false, :default => "" 
      ## Recoverable 
      t.string   :reset_password_token 
      t.datetime :reset_password_sent_at 
 
      ## Rememberable 
      t.datetime :remember_created_at 
 
      ## Trackable 
      t.integer  :sign_in_count, :default => 0 
      t.datetime :current_sign_in_at 
      t.datetime :last_sign_in_at 
      t.string   :current_sign_in_ip 
      t.string   :last_sign_in_ip 
 
      ## Confirmable 
      # t.string   :confirmation_token 
      # t.datetime :confirmed_at 
      # t.datetime :confirmation_sent_at 
      # t.string   :unconfirmed_email # Only if using reconfirmable 
 
      ## Lockable 
      # t.integer  :failed_attempts, :default => 0 # Only if lock 
strategy is :failed_attempts 
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      # t.string   :unlock_token # Only if unlock strategy is :email or 
:both 
      # t.datetime :locked_at 
 
      ## Token authenticatable 
      # t.string :authentication_token 
 
 
      t.timestamps 
    end 
 
    add_index :users, :email,                :unique => true 
    add_index :users, :reset_password_token, :unique => true 
    # add_index :users, :confirmation_token,   :unique => true 
    # add_index :users, :unlock_token,         :unique => true 
    # add_index :users, :authentication_token, :unique => true 




class AddRoleToUsers < ActiveRecord::Migration 
  def change 
    add_column :users, :role , :string, :default => "student" 
 




class CreateCaches < ActiveRecord::Migration 
  def change 
    create_table :caches do |t| 
      t.integer :id 
      t.datetime :date_posted 
      t.string :title 
      t.string :category 
      t.string :type 
      t.text :post_content 
 
      t.timestamps 
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    end 




class AddIdTypeToCaches < ActiveRecord::Migration 
  def change 
    add_column :caches, :post_id, :integer 
 
    add_column :caches, :post_type, :string 
 




class CreateCachemeta < ActiveRecord::Migration 
  def change 
    create_table :cachemeta do |t| 
      t.integer :cache_id 
      t.time :starttime 
      t.time :endtime 
      t.integer :units 
      t.string :class_days 
      t.integer :class_number 
      t.text :notes 
      t.string :class_location 
      t.string :class_semester 
      t.string :class_year 
 
      t.timestamps 
    end 




class RemoveSpecsFromCachemeta < ActiveRecord::Migration 
  def up 
    remove_column :cachemeta, :cache_id 
        remove_column :cachemeta, :starttime 
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        remove_column :cachemeta, :endtime 
        remove_column :cachemeta, :units 
        remove_column :cachemeta, :class_days 
        remove_column :cachemeta, :class_number 
        remove_column :cachemeta, :notes 
        remove_column :cachemeta, :class_location 
        remove_column :cachemeta, :class_semester 
        remove_column :cachemeta, :class_year 
      end 
 
  def down 
    add_column :cachemeta, :class_year, :string 
    add_column :cachemeta, :class_semester, :string 
    add_column :cachemeta, :class_location, :string 
    add_column :cachemeta, :notes, :text 
    add_column :cachemeta, :class_number, :int 
    add_column :cachemeta, :class_days, :string 
    add_column :cachemeta, :units, :int 
    add_column :cachemeta, :endtime, :time 
    add_column :cachemeta, :starttime, :time 
    add_column :cachemeta, :cache_id, :int 




class AddKeyvalueToCachemeta < ActiveRecord::Migration 
  def change 
   add_column :cachemeta, :cache_id, :integer 
   add_column :cachemeta, :key, :string 
   add_column :cachemeta, :value, :string 
  end 
end 
 
class AddFnameColumnToUsers < ActiveRecord::Migration 
  def change 
    add_column :users, :fname, :string 
 





class AddLnameColumnToUsers < ActiveRecord::Migration 
  def change 
    add_column :users, :lname, :string 
 




class ChangeRoleColumnToUsers < ActiveRecord::Migration 
  def up 
    change_column :users, :role , :string, :default => "student" 
  end 
 
  def down 
    change_column :users, :role , :string 
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Web Design and Engineering 
“As online services become more popular, we 
are seeing more silos of data.  We want to 
lower the barrier of entry to accessing data 
from various services quickly and in one 
location.”  
 Nic Bertino, Customer
 Webmaster 
 SCU Law School 
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Current Situation 
  eCampus 
–  Class schedules per student 
–  Course information 
  Current Content Management System 
–  News 
–  Events 
–  Class list by semester 
  Gmail 
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Separated Services 
Introducing myLife 
  Web-based application 
  Brings together various resources 
  80% of customer’s requests addressed 
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Customer Requirements 
  One cohesive dashboard  
  Ruby on Rails application 
  Usable on all devices 
  Profiles for customized views 
  Secure login 
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Design Process 
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System Overview 
Design Process 





  SQLite database 
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Technologies Used 
Design Process 
  Web application 
  Supports user types 
  Class search 
  Gmail integration 
  API caching 
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Features 
Interface Design 
  Web browser detects screen size 
  Application reformats accordingly 
  Adaptable to mobile and tablet devices 
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Responsive Design 
Interface Design 
  Web application is touch-friendly 
  Perceivable and understandable content 
  Colors on each page have been tested  
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Accessibility 
Testing 
  White-box testing throughout development   
  User and task analysis 
  Tested with a pool of potential users as well as the 
customer 
  Heuristic Analysis done for usability 
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Test Plan 
Testing 
  Fixed errors from white-box testing as we went 
  Testing Feedback 
–  Customer 
–  Testing pool 
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Test Results 
Demo 
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Future Developments 
  Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) login 
will be integrated 
  Application very flexible and extensible 
  Customer will present to Santa Clara University 
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